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Clarem ont
professor
has history
of crim e

ences though,’’ he said.
After he moves, the house will
be repaired and then renovated
for use by the University
Development program which
hosts functions for the Alumni
Association and limited use by
deans of the colleges for universi
ty development and public rela
tions functions.
The house is slated, under the
current Master Plan, to be torn
down for student housing in the
future. The area from the stadium
east to the Health Center would
be converted to student housing
as well.
Baker’s new house will be used
for presidential functions, much
like the current house is used. In

CLAREMONT (AP) — A pro
fessor who police believe staged a
hate crime to rile the campus where
she taught had a criminal record that
included charges of shoplifting and
driving without a license.
The Los Angeles Times reported
on its Web site Sunday that Kerri F.
Dunn, a visiting psychology profes
sor at Claremont McKenna College,
had been arrested three times over a
year-long period in 1999 and 2(MJ0.
On March 9, Dunn told police
her car was vandalized as she spoke
at a forum on racism. The Honda
sedan was found with smashed win
dows, slashed tires and was covered
in spray-painted racist, sexist and
anti-Semitic epithets.
The incident galvanized the cam
pus. Classes were canceled the next
day at the prestigious cluster of lib
eral arts colleges, and students staged
sit-ins and rallies.
But days later police said Dunn
have given them conflicting state
ments about what happened, and
two witnesses had reporting seeing
her vandalize the car herself. She has
denied any wrongdoing.
The Times reported that on Sept.
24, 1999, Dunn was arrested in
Nebraska and charged for driving
without a license and with having
fictitious license plates on her car.
Dun paid $75 in fines, John
McQuinn said.
On Dec. 31, 1999, police in
Lincoln arrested her for shoplifting
after she had stuffed a pink sweater
in her purse while in the dressing

see Baker, page 2

see Dunn, page 2
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Baker moves off campus
After nearly 25 years at his current residence, Cal Poly’s
president will move to Avila Beach and receive his first
CSU-funded housing allowance of $3,000 per month
John M. Pierson

F ee R e fe r e n d u m

M u s t a n g d a 1 1y 4? c a 1p o 1y . e d u
President
Warren
Baker looks
out at the
Cal Poly
campus,
where he
has lived
for the past
25 years.
Baker
decided to
move to a
house off
campus, in
Avila
Beach.

Students
may face
new fee
inaease
The
Department
of
Intercollegiate Athletics and the
Department of Health Services are
seeking an increase in funding, at the
cost of Cal Poly students.
Students will be given the oppor
tunity to vote on the issue April 14
and 15 at various locations on cam
pus.
Separate ballot measure for athlet
ics and the Health Center each have
different goals and varying price
tags.
For more information, visit
http://studentaffairs.calpoly.edu/
fees/index.html
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The house is one of the older
buildings on campus, standing on
the hill behind the Health Center
since 1928. It sits, overlooking
one of the most-traveled streets
on campus. Perimeter Road. The
structure is well-known at Cal
Poly, but few students have ever
seen it. It is Cal Poly President
Warren Bakers house, although
not for much longer.
No, he’s not leaving Cal Poly, at
least not in terms of his duties as
president. Baker is moving to an

off-campus house in the Avila
Beach area after nearly 25 years of
campus living.
Baker moved to the Cal Poly
campus when he became presi
dent in August 1979. He has lived
there since, except for two
instances when the house had to
be treated for termite infestations.
But after 24 years. Baker has
decided it’s time to move away
from campus.
“Part of the reason for leaving
is because the house needs
repairs,’’ Baker said. “It has a ter
mite infestation. It will also add
space on campus for small confer
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CPTV to air daily morning newscasts
Development of show
puts Cal Poly in the same
ranks as the University of
Southern California
Leah Mori
M USTANG DAILY

MATT WECHTER
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Journalism senior Rob McAllister rehearses before a taping of the
first morning show. The show will air today at 9 a.m.

Beginning next week, CPTV will
air live newscasts at 9 a.m. everyday.
Monday was the first day students
began taping the daily shows but
were live-to-tape, meaning there was
only one take per shot without any
editing, said Mike Heimowitz, tech
nical director at CPTV.
Monday’s show will air today.

Once the station receives a critical
piece of equipment, which is due to
come by next week, CPTV will be
able to air broadcasts live.
All of the participants in CPTV
expressed excitement about the for
mat change.
“There will be a lot more work
now that it’s daily,’’journalism junior
Jennifer Dennison said. “But it’s so
much fun, and everyone’s been so
excited about it.’’
News director and journalism
junior Alison Reeder is excited
about the shows as well, but says it
can be overwhelming.

“It’s going to be a long quarter, but
it will definitely pay off,’’ Reeder said.
There are only a few colleges that
have daily newscasts, which puts Cal
Poly up in the same ranks as the
University of Southern California,
Reeder said.
Heimowitz is pleased develop
ment of the program.
“It will be good for people at
school and in the community seeing
Cal Poly have something like this
because there wasn’t anything like this
(at Cal Poly) before,” Heimowitz said.
CPTV is able to have the newssee CPTV, page 2
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CPTV
continued from page 1
casts because they received a grant
from the Center for Teaching and
Learning. Journalism professor John
Soares applied for the grant in
November as part of a study to see
having daily shows is possible. Soares
thought that since the newspaper
and radio station are able to be daily,
it would be a good experience for
the TV station to try.
At the end of fall quarter, Soares
learned he had received the grant,
and during winter quarter began
finding the manpower to run the
daily shows. CPTV has about 12 stu
dents currently enrolled in the class,
which is not enough people to run
the show. Soares enlisted the help of
volunteers, many of which are for
mer CPTV students.
In addition to the volunteers,
Soares’ broadcast class will be partici
pating with the newscasts as well.The

Dunn
continued from page 1
room of a clothing store, the news
paper reported. Charges against her
were dismissed after she paid court
costs, McQuinn said.
Less than a year later, on Sept. 29,
2000, she was again arrested and
charged for shoplifting for items
including jewelry and shoes. A
police report described her as “bel
ligerent and uncooperative,” and she
failed to appear in court for the vio
lations, according to the Times.
Messages left by The Associated
Press Sunday night for Dunn’s attor
ney, Gary Licenberg, were not

Baker
continued from page 1
order to ensure that there is an
appropriately sized home for uni
versity presidents to host functions,
the California State University
Board of Trustees has allocated a
housing allowance for each CSU
president for the upkeep and main
tenance of a facility.
“ I currently have no allowance,”
Baker said. “ I won’t until I move.”
The new house is completed.

class will be split in half, and one half
will help at the station on Mondays
and the other half on Wednesdays.
This will allow the students to be
immersed into the broadcast process,
and is a “sink or swim’’ experience,
Soares said. “It’s learn by doing.”
The benefits of having live shows
are to have students practice dead
line pressures and to have the ability
to conduct live reporting. Next
week when the shows are broadcast
ed live, the students will have to
begin exactly at 9 a.m. and will have
to be ready on the first take.
In addition to this, “students can
tape their tapes and critique them
selves,” Soares said. They will be able
to see what they do on camera and
change things.
Both he and Reeder were pleased
with the first taping, although they
know there are some kinks.
“It will get better every day,”
Reeder said. “It should be smooth
sailing by next week.”
immediately returned.
Her Nebraska attorney, James
Rierden, said he thought Dunn
should have sought help for her
shoplifting problem.
“It didn’t seem to be a question of
money,” he said. “I thought,‘Maybe
there’s something that’s beyond me,’
that we needed to get her some
body, a counselor, and try to rectify
it.”
A friend of Dunn’s told the Times
the shoplifting was only youthful
high jinks. “She’d been a student —
sometimes students do goofy
things,” Pam Manske said.
Dunn is on paid leave. Her con
tract is up in June.
but remains unused.
Asked when he would move in
to the new house. Baker answered,
“When I can find the time.”
His allowance, allotted to each
president according to the area in
which they live, comes out to
about $3,000 per month.
Every CSU president gets a
housing allowance, which he is free
to use however he wants, said
Media Relations manager for the
CSU system Clara Potes-Fellow.
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While governor vacations, staffers try
to write workers compensation bill
Steve Lawrence
ASSO CIATED P R E S S

SACRAMENTO — While Gov.
Arnold Schwarzenegger vacationed
in Hawaii and the Legislature took a
recess, a small group of Capitol aides
tried Monday to draft a bill that
could be turned into a deal designed
to curb workers’ compepsation costs.
Schwarzenegger’s deputy press
secretary', Vince Sollitto, said staff
members from the governor’s office
and the Legislature were working on
“general concepts and principles”
the legislative counsel’s office could
turn into a bill.
The goal is to have that legislation
ready for review by the end of the
week, he said.
“There are principles of reform
that the governor believes all sides
are close to agreement on,” said
Sollitto. “The next step is to turn
those principles into legislative lan
guage and then circulate that for
review and further — hopefully

final — discussion.”
The Republican governor and
the Legislature’s top leaders have
been negotiating for weeks in an
effort to reach a compromise on
how to ease the skyrocketing cost of
treating work-related injuries.
Participants say they are close to
an agreement but still face some
sticking points. Two sources close to
the talks say one of the remaining
disagreements is over how to ensure
that any savings generated by the
legislation is passed on to employers
in the form of lower workers’ com
pensation insurance rates.
Some Democrats are pressing for
regulation of those rates along the
lines of the state’s voter-imposed
controls on auto and homeowner’s

insurance. Republicans contend that
increased competition among insur
ers brought on by lower costs will
result in lower rates.
The chairman of the Senate
Labor and Industrial Relations
Committee, Sen. Richard Alarcon,
D-Van Nuys, proposed a plan
Monday under which a commission
made up of representatives of the
insurance commissioner, attorney
general and governor would regulate
rates.
He said that using a three-mem
ber panel instead of just the commis
sioner to rule on insurers’ rate pro
posals would give the process a
“broader perspective” and help
ensure that its decisions were actuarially sound.
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ENVIRONMENTAL
CAREER
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(Seriously, we can’t t e ll you.)

Panel: 4:15 • 5:45pm Phillips Hall (PAC-Rm 124)
Reception: 5:45 • 7:I5pm Fisher Science (Rm. 285)
A panel of guest speakers will be speaking about how
they prepared to work in their current field, what their
work entails, and how they feel their career impacts
the environment on a daily basis.
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State Briefs

World Briefs

National Briefs

PASADENA, Calif. — NASA’s Spirit rover
wrapped up its primary mission to Mars on Monday
as it continued to roll across the planet’s surface on
an extended tour that could last through September.
By Monday, Spirit’s 90th full day on Mars, the
unmanned robot and its twin. Opportunity, had accom
plished nearly all of the tasks before NASA would consid
er their joint mission a full success.
“Spirit has completed its part of the bargain and
Opportunity doesn’t have much left to do,’’ said Mark
Adler, manager of the $820 million double mission.
The tasks included a requirement that one of the rovers
travel at least 1,980 feet — a mark Spirit surpassed on
Saturday.
• • •
LOS ANGELES — The Los Angeles Times on
Monday won five Pulitzer Prizes, the second most
ever won by a newspaper in a single year, for cover
age that included wildfires, wars and Wal-Mart.
The awards recognized the paper’s work in breaking
news, criticism, editorial writing, national reporting and
feature photography.
The Times was nominated in nine categories, and the
five Pulitzer Prizes were the most ever won in a single year
by the paper. Before this year, the most the paper won was
three, in 2003. The New York Times won seven in 2002, a
record.
• • •
LOS ANGELES — The battle over the construc
tion o f a Wal-Mart in the working class city o f
Inglewood went to the wire with both sides holding
rallies, sending mass mailing and campaigning
door-to-door before Tuesday’s ballot initiative.
Religious leaders and community activists, including the
Rev. Jesse Jackson, rallied Monday to urge voters in the city
o f 117,(XK) to defeat the ballot measure, which is backed by
Wal-Mart.
The initiative’s opponents argue it would give Wal-Mart
license to build the planned shopping center — which
would include a traditional Wal-Mart as well as other
stores — without having to go through the usual array of
public zoning, traffic and environmental hearings or
reviews.
—

Associated Press

CHARLOTTE, N.C. — Bank o f America Corp.
announced Monday it is cutting 12,500 jobs over the
next two years as a result o f its merger with
FleetBoston Financial Corp.
The cuts, which represent about 7 percent of the compa
nies’ combined work force of 181,(KM), will begin this
month. About 30 percent of them will be accomplished
through attrition.
The completion last week of Bank of America’s merger
with Fleet created the nation’s No. 3 bank, with assets esti
mated at $966 billion.
• • •
WASHINGTON — Eleven states will get less fed
eral money for poor students next school year, while
the 39 other states and the District of Columbia will get
more, new figures show.
The dollar changes are occurring for two reasons: the use
of new estimates of where poor students live and overall
spending increases in the federal aid program known as Title
1.
Under law, the Education Department is supposed to use
the most current, reliable population data available in deter
mining how to distribute more than $12 billion. So the
agency has plugged in census data released last year, reflect
ing family incomes in 2000.
• • •
LAS VEGAS — Radioactive waste bound for a
planned national nuclear dump in Nevada would be
transported by trains on a 319-mile rail line to be
built across the state, the federal government announced
Monday.
Allen Benson, spokesman for the project, said officials at
the Energy Department believe the rail line starting near
Caliente, 150 miles northeast of Las Vegas near the Utah line,
will cost $880 million and take four years to build.
“O f the alternatives, this is the most feasible route,”
Benson said.
The department has made no announcement about the
routes it intends to use to transport the waste from 127 sites
across the nation to the Caliente railhead.
Nevada officials and anti-dump activists have derided the
Caliente-to-Yucca Mountain route — which loops around the
vast Nevada Test Site and Nellis Air Force Base bombing range
— as unrealistically expensive, circuitous and dangerous.

PIEDRAS NEGRAS, Mexico — Torrential rains
swelled a tributary o f the Rio Grande River by 25
feet early Monday, causing a flash flood that inundated a
Mexican border city, killing at least 25 people and forcing
hundreds more into shelters. Mexico declared a state of
emergency in the area.
Floodwaters from the Escondido River began receding
after the rain stopped by midday, but heavy, dark clouds
loomed over Fiedras Negras, a city of 20(),()()0 people
about 150 miles southwest of San Antonio. Supplies of
drinking water, electricity and gas were cut.
• • •
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — Secretary o f State
Colin Powell gave assurances Monday o f full U.S.
support for Haiti’s interim government but said
democracy cannot flourish until politically motivated pri
vate armies lay down their weapons.
Powell said prospects are good for sending a U.N.-sponsored peacekeeping force to replace the U.S.-led multina
tional force that arrived shortly after the Feb. 29 departure
of President Jean-Bertrand Aristide.
• • •
RIYADH, Saudi Arabia — Saudi Arabian police
killed a wanted militant and wounded another
before arresting him after a shootout Monday in a
Riyadh suburb, security officials said.
The officials, speaking on condition of anonymity, said
police patrolling the affluent suburb of Roda, east of
Riyadh, fired at a car whose occupants refused an order to
stop.
The officials told The Associated Press that police shot
two “wanted militants” in the car, which had false registra
tion plates, killing one and wounding a second.
• • •
TASHKENT, Uzbekistan — A U.S. congressional
delegation urged the Uzbek government Monday to
press ahead with democratic reforms in the wake o f
terror attacks that killed 47 people last week, saying
it was “the natural and correct step.”
Calling the attacks an attempt “to destabilize the gov
ernment of Uzbekistan,” U.S. Rep. David Dreier, R-Calif.,
said the United States was willing to help determine who
was behind the series of bombings and shootings.
—

Associated Press
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Your CXvn Bedroom in 3*Bedroom Units
Bedrooms Can Be Furnished/Unfurnished
Fitness Center and Heated Pool
Com puter Lab with FREE Internet Access
Recreation Center/BlUiards/Ping Pong
TV Lounge with 72" Big Screen and VCR
Walk to Shopping Center and Restaurants
On SLO City Bus Route
Convenient 9.5 mo or 11.5 mo Leases
Reduced Noise Hours After 10PM
GPA Discount o f 5%-10% for Superior Grades
Full-tim e Maintenance Department
24 Hour Staffing for After-Hours Assistance
NEW! Credit Card Payments Now Accepted

FLOOR PLAN
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Saturday 10am -2pm

555 Ramona Drive, San Luis Obispo CA 03405
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Stom p’ employs brooms,
hoses, anything for unique
percussion experience

Ì

added to your membership

Brian Koser
M U STA N G DAILY

A d d to y o u r CAMPUS EXPRESS CLUB m em bership
during A pril and you'll be eligible to win one of ten
$50 scholarships, credited to you r CAMPUS EXPRESS
CLUB m em bership. All value additions during April are
autom atically entered In the drawing.

Sitting on the upper balcony of the Performing Arts Center for the
8 p.m. show of “Stomp,” one could see that few seats were empty before
the house lights dimmed on Saturday night.
Blue and red lights, creating islands of purple hue scattered across the
stage, illuminated the set first. A gray floor with minuscule speckles of
yellow, white and crimson lay empty except for a few brooms and some
blue 55-gallon drums.
The set looked as if Oscar the Grouch had designed it — various
street signs, trashcan lids and a car door were fastened to. the back.
Below the decorated chain-linked fence, a wooden wall had doorways
cut out on both sides.
The performance started when a man dressed in black cargo pants
and a muscle T-shirt began sweeping.
After numerous brushes against the floor, he intermittently pounded
his push broom on the stage. A tribal rhythm resulted.
Either solo or in pairs, the seven remaining troupe members joined
in the rhythm, adding their individual beats to the overall sound. Every
so often, a broken broom would have to be replaced by invisible stage
hands.
Between numbers,
the
stage went dark,
Accentuated by work-boots with tapDifferent members
dance soles, each rhythm proved to be
of the group would
unique. From A ltoid m int tins to rubber exit and enter. The
hoses, every performer used its makeshift performers seldom
instrument to improvise a solo at one
«poke except for the
time or another.
' enthusiastic
all
right!” or
grunt.
Accentuated by work-boots with tap-dance soles, each rhythm
proved to be unique. From Altoid mint tins to rubber hoses, every per
former used a makeshift instrument to improvise a solo at one time or
another.
The audience, diverse in age, became involved from time to time by
clapping along when encouraged. Hollers and the occasional “wooo!”
grew louder as the show went on — most of time occurring when
beats increased in complexity.
At one point, sand was tossed onto the floor so slides could be bet
ter mixed with the percussion. There were moments of “West Side
Story”-like competitions when individuals would try to outdo the
other when instigated.
Stainless steel kitchen sinks, buckets, w'ater cooler jugs and wooden
boxes were all drummed on during the show. A synchronized scene
involving a dark stage and all eight membeis flicking their Zippos
looked like Morse code and drew a raucous applause.
Perhaps the most entertaining cast member, a young man with an
afro the Jackson 5 would have envied, was often the butt of a joke but
drew the most adulation.
Toward the end, three members walking with oil drums strapped to
their feel stomped the floor as others took turns drumming in the
background. An impressive scene with basketballs and bounce-passes
followed, providing a deep, driving beat.
The finale was a well-choreographed number with trashcans and lids
slammed together in unison. Rare was the moment o f a miscue, which
was especially notable due to the highly synchronized numbers.
The show was an event to experience, filled with high-energy per
formances and visual comedy. When the final bows were taken, the six
men and two women of “Stomp” received a standing ovation.
Not quite knowing what to expect at first, it soon became obvious
Stomps thumping beats would hold the interest of anyone with an
appreciation of movement and rhythm.
Created more than 10 years ago by Luke Cresswell and Steve
McNicholas of the United Kingdom, “Stomp” has received numerous
awards and broken box-office sale records.
As the shows popularity increased, the production branched into
four total companies that now tour across the globe. Future projects
include a feature film, “Vacuums,” directed by creators Cresswell and
McNicholas.

T h e CAMPUS EXPRESS CLUB is th e cam p u s valu e
program , accessed through your PolyCard, which can
used at restaurants on cam pus, El Corral Bookstore,
Health S e rvice s, Pony Prints, and fo r printing a t Open
A cce ss c o m p u te r labs. T h is se cu re and c o n v e n ie n t
progran^ makes it easy to get around cam pus without cash.
Your CAAfPl/S EXPRESS ClU B saves tim e because there are
no checks to w rite, no change to count and no credit card
to verify so you're through the line in no time. Save money,
too! Fo r d isco u n ts cu rre n tly o ffered w hen you use y o u r
CAM PU S E X P R E S S CLUB ( o r P lu $ D o lla r s ) , c h e c k
ww w.cpfoundation.org/express/
I f you spend m oney on cam pus, save yourself the hassle of
cash and checks by using CAMPUS EXPRESS CLUB. It's already
encoded on your PolyCard. For more inform ation or to add value,
,
,
check the web site:
.

w w w .cp fo u p d atio n .o rg/e xp re ss/

No m inim um balance is required and you m ay use all the value in
y o u r m e m b e rsh ip a t an y tim e , all o v e r cam p us. If you have
questions,
call
(805)
756*5939
or
e-mail
Everyone adding value to their membership during April, whether via the web site, in
>erson, by mail, telephone or at an Express Station is automatically entered in the
efrrawing. Winner will be contacted by email or telephone.

NEED HELP
FINDING
OFF-CAMPUS
HOUSING?
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR SOME GUIDANCE
AND HOUSING RESOURCES....

Come to the
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P U 8

H O U S IN G

W

O R K S H O P

”

Valuable Information and resources will be provided
to help In your search for off-campus housing.

OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT
HOUSING ASSOCIATION^ will be present to answer

Representatives from

questions and provide leasing information regarding
their individual student apartment complexes.
When: Wednesday, April 7, 2004 -7:00 PM
Where: Main lounge of Sierra Madre Residence Hall,
(Bldg.113)
Current Hall Residents and Off-campus-students welcome!

CPW Live Morning News

v isit the Housing Web site at www.housing.calpoiY.edu and click on OFF*CAMPU8.
Presented and sponsored by Cal Pol>'s Housing
And Residential Life Department

756-1226
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The Rock takes the leadingm an torch with ‘W alking Tall’
Former wrestling superstar saves inconsistent plot with
unrivaled charisma, energy
Jake Ashley
MUSTANG DAILY

What do you get when you com
bine a professional wrestler-turned
emerging action star, a jackass, a hiphop director and a screenplay written
by committee?
In the case o r ‘WalkingTall,” you get
a little more than you deserve.
Director Kevin Bray (known for his
2002 film “All About the Benjamins”),
along with Dwayne Johnson, a.k.a.The
Rock, takes what should be a cookiecutter Hollywood action film and
make it an enjoyable hour and a half.
Based on a 1973 film, which was
taken fix>m the true story ofTennessee
sheriff Bufoal Busser, the filnunakers
wisely set the remake in a provincial
Washington town. The Rock portrays
Chris Vaughn, a former military officer
who returns home to find that much
ha.s changed.
The town cedar mill, the small com
munity’s economic backbone, has been
closed down by jay Hamilton Jr. (Neal
McDonougli) and replaced with an
American Indian casino (conveniently
explained away by a brief reference
that the towheaded, blue-eyed
Hamilton is one sixteenth American
Indian).
Angered by the degradation the
casino has brought upon his town and
the sudden proliferation of drugs
which he suspects Hamilton is behind.

Vaughn tumbles with Hamilton’s
henchmen. Left for dead,Vaughn runs
for sheriff and vows to clean up the
town, reminiscent of a thousand Bgrade westerns.
Many things are less than perfect in
“Walking Tall.” First, the antagonist is
so ridiculously evil that the audience is
left scratching its collective head as to
what his motives are, and the film
makes a half-hearted attempt to step
around the issue. When Vaughn accus
es Hamilton of peddling drugs in the
community, he balk-s, asking Vaughn
why he would risk his casino, a “license
to print money,” by selling crystal
meth.
Why indeed? Apparently, just being
evil is the only reason the four-man
writing team could come up with.
Hamilton’s rag-tag redneck security
gooas are about as typical as possible.
Thc7 provide Vaughn, who takes them
on in two casino brawls, with the assis
tance of coming at him one at a time,
rather than en masse, like a bad kung fii
movie. Also, the former sheriff
(Michael Bowen), instead of expressing
relief at being out from under
Hamilton’s thumb, machine-guns
Vaughn’s office in bniad daylight.
IRespite the list of film conventions
and awkwaal plot points in “Wtlking
Tall,” the movie works, primarily due
to The
Rock’s performance.
Surprisingly, the bombastic wa*stler
plays his character with comfort and

COURTESY PHOTO

The Rock takes the law into is own hands in “Walking Tall.”

ease. He avoids filling into the overthe-top melodramatic style that made
him a star in scenes that easily could
have lent to it. Instead, he subtly holds
Rack (as much as one can in an action
flick) until the story warrants it.
johnny Knoxville is also comfort
able in a mle that seems tailor-made for
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Tw o separate proposals

f. Increase Health Services Fee
2. Increase A5I Fee supporting

student athlete scholarships

have been approved for a student referendum on
April 14th and 15th
The following Open Forums have been scheduled where students can
ask questions and learn more about these two important proposals

W ednesday April 7,3:00-4:00 p.m .
T h u rsd a y April 8, 3:30-4:30 p.m .
M onday April 12, 1:00-2:00 p.m .
Location: UU 220
Additional information including an O bjective Statement & Financial
Analysis, Pro and C o n Statements, sample ballot and polling times and
locations is now available on the web, by clicking on the link located on
Cal Poly's home page (www.calpoly.edu).

him. In typical “jackass” form,
Knoxville plays a former junky and
current loser who becomes The
Rtx'k’s deputy; hilarious antics ensue.
Even McDonough does his best to
portray his two-dimensional character
as a*alistically as he can. The Rock,
however, carries the bulk of the film.

He has demonstrated (at least this time
around) that he can convincingly han
dle the lead role in an action film.
Much has been said as to whether
the torch has been passed fhini Arnold
Schwarzenegger to The Rock as the
king of the action genre. Hopefully it
has.

Smith’s ‘Jersey Girl’ lacks
chemistry, romantic touch
Ashley Wolf
MUSTANG DAILY

there weren’t .is many viewers pulling
out tissues fmm their pockets in the
theater as Smith might h.ive ptVLlicted.

Wilking into the theater, people
know “jersey Girl” isn’t going to be of
the same genre as other Kevin Smith
films like “Mallrats” or “jay and Silent
Bob Strike Back.” But what they
should know is that it would be a
more valuable use of their time to rent
the latter, stay home and wait for
“jersey Giri” to come out on video.
It’s not a terrible movie, but in the
same way that director Smith refers to
Ben Affleck and Jennifer Lopez’s other
disaster, “Gi^i,” as “totally watchable,”
this falls under the same category.
Then again, it’s like calling reheated
Taco Bell from Saturday night’s mid
night munchies “totally edible.” Given
the star power and talent of the
writer/director, it could have been
“totally enjoyable.”
Affleck’s character Ollie Trinkie
morphs fnim a self-centered worka
holic into a caring, blue-collar dad
after his daughter Gertie (Raquel
Castro) is born. His transformation is
followed throughout the movie, yet it
is haally believable that the character
introduced in the first five minutes of
the film could realistically be the same
man at the end of the movie.
The film has numerous holes that
the viewer is left to ftll.Wliile ration.ilizing the missing information, the
viewer loses the ability to connect
with the characters. First, it is assumed
that there was a wedding between
Lopez .ind Affleck, but the film jumps
fmm a pmpos.il to a pregnancy to the
death of Lopez before being able to
form an emotional attachment to
Lopez or the adationsliip between the
two cRiracters. Thus, as Lopez passes.

The film also lacks development of
the relationship between Afileck and
his daughter Castm. Smith jumps from
the scene where Affleck is breaking
down and talking to his newborn to
picking her up from school at the age
of 7 in the “bat mobile,” a city street
sweeper. The audience is supposed to,
once again, assume that Affleck sud
denly cared about becoming a father
and that the two have a loving rela
tionship.
The chemistry between Affleck and
leading lady Liv Tyler is mediocre at
best. The two had flames that required
a fire extinguisher in the blockbuster
“Armageddon,” but in “jersey Girl”
the flames were more like a match a
tiny gust of wind could easily put out.
In the movie the gust was Castro
walking in on a potential one-night
stand.
The only believable chemistry was
between Affleck and his father Bart
(Cieorge C'arlin). The two portr.iy a
re.alistic father and son dynamic with a
relationship centered in giving each
other a haal time, hut they also share
an underlying compassion for each
other and their individual situations.
Smith didn’t let his indie fans down
though; there were* cameos of acton
Matt Damon and j.ison Lee which
alerted the audience that “CTh yeah,
this is a Kevin Smith film.”
Bottom line, Smitli tried to go soft
with his first romantic comedy for all
ages, and left his roots in indie films,
tre.isiired by younger generations, for a
flop. He had the courage to try some
thing new, but hopefully he’ll get hack
to his old style.
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MTV prompts
a voting test
Commentary

I spent this weekend watching TV. During the two hours on Sunday
that“The West Wing” wasn’t on, 1 begrudgingly had passed MTV to find
SPIKE TV.
To niy horn>r, I saw on MTV — a station that a long time ago, in a
galaxy far far away, once showed music videos, but now spends time giv
ing America wonderful trends such as reality TV and the Macarena — an
interview with John Kerry.The premise of this interview was that if given
a chance, young Americans would be interested in politics if they could
ask a presidential candidate questions that mattered to them. Seeing as
how I still classify as a member of “the youth of America,” 1 figured I
would watch it for about five minutes to see what my chronological coun
terparts in this country had to say about politics.
At exaedy 4:18 into the program, I was naked in the bathroom, crying
with a loaded . 12 gauge in my mouth. The girl who asked the potential
next leader of the free world, “If you have ever Googled yourselP’was the
Ixst straw. These morons’ votes count the same as mine! Worse yet, the
intellectual Chimera of crap that is MTV is encouraging these lemmings.
The only thing saving me from ending the agony was the fact that our
founders knew of the inepritude of some of our fellow countrymen and
they wisely made America a republic, not a democracy. Not everyone
should vote.
There is no shame in admitting you don’t know enough to make an
informed vote and refraining. 13ut how can we let people know they are
idiots without publicly embarrassing them? How about a test you can take
at home? In the past, reading tests were ungodly
and racist, but someone today should be able to
make a test to weed out the Jessica Simpsons of all
races and creeds. It would take someone of unpar
alleled genius to craft it; someone so selfless they
POLY
care not for themselves but for the future,
n i do it!
Because I believe the children are our future, we
should teach them well and let them lead the way.
Show them all the beauty that they possess inside
— thanks Whitney; nothing like sage advice fitnn
a pot-head who married a crack-head,
f
-Y
remember; If you fail and still
^
vote, the termrists win.
If you ever listened to Ludicrous, say,“Can’t turn
a ho intti a housewife/Hos don't act right/There’s
hos on a mission, an’ hos on a crackpipe,” and then
thought, “1 wonder who he’d vote for?” — you
should never ever vote.
If you know the current value of a dime bag
better than you know the current value of the Nasdaq — you’re not like
ly to vote because voting booths don’t give out ding-dongs, so I’m not
worried.
If yi>u don’t know there is a difference between a republic and a
Republican — you are Ux) stupid to vote.
If you think Gale Norton writes your anti-vnrus software — don’t vote.
If I tell you that Cíale Norton is the Secretary' of the Interior and you
still have no idea what she does — plea.se God, don’t vote.
If to you, C'-olin Powell is “that black guy in the Bush’s cabinet” —
you’a* an idiot, don’t vote.
If caribou in Alaska are mon.* vital to America’s national interest than
not having to pay $2.25 for a gallon of gas — you aa* a liberal, and you
should not vote.
C')n that note, if you really think higher gas prices are good for our
country because it will cause Americans to drive less — you’re a radical
liberal, and you’re voting for Nader. Please vote.
If your only prior voting experience was to bring back William Hung
— if you vote I will seriously cry.
If you really thought America couldn’t take Iraq without the military
backing of the mighty nation that is France — you obviously don’t have
The History Cihannel, don’t vote.
If you think John Stewart is a legitimate news anchor — I fear for
humanity, don’t v'ote.

Censorship breeds intolerance
bookshelf. Rather, warehouses of
books are deemed “inappropriate”
Cinderella, Snow White and for their specified audience.
Sleeping Beauty are all fantasy icons
Maya Angelou’s “I Know Why the
of women who fall in love with Caged Bird Sings” has been met
their perfect prince and live happily with many complaints because of a
ever after. Until recently, that stereo graphic rape scene which has led to
type hasn’t been challenged.
its censorship in many school dis
Until recently.
tricts across the nation. Another fre
A children’s book contests this quently banned book is Aldous
concept o f solely heterosexual hap Huxley’s “Brave New World,” which
piness by introducing “King & was removed from a Missouri school
King,” a short story about a prince district in 1980 and has since fallen
finding true love with another victim to other school district cen
prince.
sorships.
“King & King” was recently dis
O ther notoriously censored
covered by a North Carolina first- books include “The Catcher in the
grader in his school library. He took Rye,” “The Color Purple,” “Lord of
it home, his parents saw it and they the Flies,”“Huckleberry Finn,” “The
proceeded to complain to the school Grapes o f Wrath,” “To Kill a
district about inappropriate material Mockingbird” and “Uncle Tom’s
for a first-grader. The book will now Cabin.”
So
where
does the cen
sorship stop? If
I f children d o n 't learn about these
school districts
issues in the classroom, then fr ie n d s
are going to
a n d other uneducated people m i^ h t
censor every
fe e d them inaccurate inform ation.
thing that parents complain
about, there won’t be any books left
be locked
up
at
Freeman in any library, on any campus, in any
Elementary School in response to state of the country.
numerous complaints.
Although this may create an out
“King & King” isn’t the only pour of happiness from students
book that is sitting on the censored required to read said books, it’s not
Commentary

the correct response to complaints.
There are many aspects of world
culture, history and American soci
ety that certain people don’t agree
with, and that’s their right as US.
citizens. But if parents have the abil
ity to dictate what goes on in the
classroom, it’s likely that students
wouldn’t be educated on topics such
as slavery and the civil rights move
ment, anatomy, eating disorders,
rape, any and all sexuality and other
important facets of life. If children
don’t learn about these issues in the
classroom, then friends and other
uneducated people might feed them
inaccurate information.The thought
of a young girl being raped because
she doesn’t know it is wrong is not
something that America wants to
deal with, but these are the kinds of
issues that could happen if censor
ship continues at its current rate.
To be able to teach tolerance,
embrace diversity and create a better
future for children, books and other
controversial material shouldn’t be
shielded from children. Even in the
simple process of censoring books,
it’s sending the message that the
information in that book is “wrong,”
“bad” or “inappropriate.” This only
perpetuates intolerance.
Nicole Angeloni is a journalism Junior
and Mustang Daily staff writer.
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Letter contained
ignorant statements
In the letter to the editor w rit
ten
by
Cristie
Miller
(“Homosexuals don’t deserve spe
cial rights,” April 1), she makes
very daft and ignorant statements.
First off, people are different, and
the similarities that discussed are
shallow and on-the-surface simi
larities. Just because everyone
wears a certain brand or likes a
certain car doesn’t make them all
clones. Secondly, for you to say
that homosexuals define them 
selves in a “flamboyant manner” is
a ludicrous statement. Not only do

Letters

Editor
I discredit you for making that
statement, but I also sympathize
with you. There is a slim minority
o f flamboyant homosexuals that
the media emphasize and yes,
everyone hears about. But, please
Cristie, meet more homosexuals.
You will realize there are more
than enough non-effeminate and
non-flamboyant men out there.
No, homosexuals haven’t been
mistreated as proportionally as
blacks or other minorities but
have they not had their fair share
o f hardships? Just because you
don’t hear about those hardships
doesn’t mean they don’t exist.
Blatant hardships come from peo

ple like Matthew Shepard. But
imagine being homosexual and
trying to live with parents who
have disowned you just for your
sexuality or explaining to a best
friend why you couldn’t tell them
you were gay for so long. You
obviously have no idea what it’s
like to be different.
I don’t agree or disagree with
homosexual marriage, but I think
you need to get your facts straight.
If homosexuality were a personal
choice, why on earth would any
one choose that sort o f lifestyle?
Adrian Herrera is an aeronautical
engineering freshm an.

Policy

Letters become the property of the Mustar^ Daily. Mustang Daily reserves the right to edit letters for grammar,
profanities and length. Letters, commentaries and cartoons do not represent the views of the Mustang Daily.
Please limit length to 25 0 words. Letters should include the writer’s full name, phone number, major and class
standing. Letters must come from a Cal Poly e-mail account. Do not send letters as an attachment. Please send
the text in the body of the email. Your letter will not be printed unless you submit it in the correct format.

By mail:
Letters to the Editor
Building 26, Room 226
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
CA 93407

By fax:(æ5) 7566784
By e-mail: mustangdaily@hotmail.com

John Holbus is a political science senior and Mustang Daily columnist.
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Crossword
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36 Jefferson’s note

1 Up to, in ads

42 Yours, old-style

4 O zzy
Osbourne’s
music, for short

43 Suffix with
expert

9 Has a yen
14 Prefix with
puncture
15 Big name in
refrigerators
16 Good, in
Guadalajara
17 Sound of
hesitation
16 Desilu head
20 That is
22 Posted

44 Spoiled
47 Austere
53 With 36-Down,
“N e x t..."
'
54 Weevil's
hatching place
56 Pennsylvania's
___ Mountains
59 Usher’s locale
60 Michael Jordan,
for years
64 Rest and
relaxation site

23 Pan pal?
26 Ham, to Noah

65 Egyptian
Christians
29 One who knows
all the secrets
66 P i, e.g.
30 Deep down
67 Often-hectic
hosp, areas
33 Educators’ org.
35 Dickens’s Heep

68 Minute___

Edited by Will Shortz

69 Old New Yorker
cartoonist
William

1
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IT

On th e ___
DOWN

1 Island where
Gauguin
painted
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MANY
AMEN
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14

n

9A

5T

8 “Deck the Halls"
syllables
9 Genesis brother
10 Rubik creation
11 Foremast
attachment
12 Big picture?;
Abbr
19 Cheery song
21 Move among

Utmost
Airline's home
base
32 “___ tu' (Verdi
ana)
34 Frazier foe

12

13

5T
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|43
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|54
57
61

W í ^ . t 'k ^

65
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Puzzle by Al«n Arbesfeid

36 See 53-Across
37 Trachea

45 S lip ___
(blunder)

55 G o ___ for
(support)

46 Bloodmobile
visitors

57 Eight: Prefix

39 Cotillion girl

48 Not digital

58 Wine holder

40

WiUk. tkt liihjnntkt
ancient SjfirituiU

52 N.Y. Mets' div.

38 Que. neighbor

_______ prof. 49 Sacrifice fly
the moguls
stat.
24 Former Attorney 41 Bank take-back
50 Ejected
General
42 Former flying
25 Composer
inits.
51 Elite N.F.L.er
Jacques
Test type

10 11

I5T 27 28

W

3 Light flux units
4 Fountain treat
5 Swift bird on
foot
g Center X or 0
•/y Japanese
cartoon art

r
r

24 25

23 '

2 Harborbound, in
winter
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E
C
H
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No. 0224

Get the lowdown on SLOTown
Every Friday in On The Rocks

t ç d p n 'jfr M je r

60 Syringe amts.
61 All the rage
62 Colorado native
63 XXVI doubled

For answers, call t -900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554,
Annual subscriptions are available tor the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34.95 a year).
Share tips; nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers: nytimos com/learning/xwords. ^
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CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED
Make up to $65/hr. from home
in your spare time. Visit
www.ezmoneyforstudents.com
Sum m er cam p jobs
SF East Bay
Horses, swimming, adventure,
and more. Contact us:
Jobs@roughingit.com

Port San Luis Harbor is hiring
lifeguards for Aviia Beach.
High school grad with current
First Aid and C P R . Obtain apps
at Harbor Office, Pier Three,
Avila Beach. C lo se date
4 / 8 / 0 4 . For more info
call 595-5425

HELP WANTED
Cam p Wayne for Girls

Children's sleep away camp.
Northeastern Pennsylvania (6/188 /1 5 /0 4 ), If you have one of the
following sp ecialties that you can
teach to our cam pers and want to
have a great experience contact
us:
1800-279-3019 or apply online
www.cam pwaynegi ris .com .
We provide salary, room, board,
and partial travel expenses. On
cam pus interviews April 16th.
Tennis, golf, gym nastics,
swimming (W.S.I. preferred),
team sports, cheerleading, high
and low ropes, drama, video,
ceram ics, batik, silkscreen, guitar.
Jewelry, piano, aerobics, martial
arts, other positions:
Adm inistrative/driver (21-f ),
Mother’s helper, nursing
students.

Work in the Sierras this summer!
Jameson Ranch Cam p seeks
mature students to work as
counselors at our self-sufficient
, children’s cam p. Need positive

Summer Sports Cam p Counselors
Near Stanford, $72-$90/day
www.DecathlonSportsClub.com

role models who have at least one
teachable skill, ie: horseback
riding, lifeguards, mountain bikes,
etc.

Rm, Bd, plus $2800/sum -

mer salary. Call 661-536-8888
for application or email
theJamesonsO
Jam esonranchcam p.com

www.daycampJobs.com

ANNOUNCEMENTS

RENTAL HOUSING

Hardworking custom er service
professionals wanted for high
volume mail order company.
Position involves stringing racquets
and taking phone orders. Benefits
and advancement opp.'s available.
Flexible hours and full training.
Apply at: Tennis Warehouse
747 Buckley Rd.. SLO

GET YOUR CLASSIFIED AD IN
THE DAILY NOW!!

Place your classified now! Call

M odels needed for 2 0 0 5
swim suit calendar. Call local
propeller mft. Piranha Props for
more info at 781-3848

Summer jobs at the beach!
Cannon Beach Christian
Conference Center www.cbcc.net
To apply call 800-745-1546

CM RG is actively looking for
research candidates who have
sprained an ankle. Please call
805-549-7570 within 48 hours of
injury for more information about
this research study of an
investigational medication. If
eligible, you will be reimbursed for
your time and effort.

MODELING JOBS

State & Nation Wide Auditions.
Promo, Catalog, Print, Trade
Shows & Runway
Position Available.
No experience required,
good opportunity for exposure,
EARN U P TO $300/D AY

SUM M ER CAM PS

HELP WANTED

Contract Jobs also Available.
Call 1-800-818-7520

GREEK NEWS
AOII presents Mr. Fraternity
Wed, April 7th @ the Grad!
Tix on sale 5th-7th in UU or @
the Grad!!
Lose weight now!
Gone by Summer and for Life
Contact Ryan @ 756-4464

Considering Abortion??

Let’s Talk.
Maureen 805-238-7472
Green Party of SLO
Vote Hutchings for Assem bly
www.votetom.org
viww.slo.greens.org
Graduate in style at
San Luis Bay Inn
See www.sanluisbayinn.com
Studio unit for rent June 6-17,
sleeps 4 (2/bed, 2/sofabed), full
kitchen, BBQ, pool, spa-Avila
beachfront $ 1 5 0 0 for 12 days
415-999-4534
Need an extra $ 3 6 ,0 0 0 a year?
Vending route for sale
50 high traffic locations. Cost
$5,000. 1800-568-1392 or
www.vendingthatworks.com

RENTAL HOUSING
Large private room and bath, mini
kitchen, nice area, Los O sos
528-6199
3 bdrm., 1.5 bath, 2 car garage,
new appliances, $1600/m onth
234-3370
Trailer with po-out on 10 acres.
No indoor pets/sm oking, one
person $50 0/m o . $ 8 0 0 deposit
544-2617

Christ! at 756-1143 or submit
one online at
www.mustangdaily.net

Room for rent
$ 3 5 0 per month on a month-tomonth lease. The room is large,
close to cam pus, big backyard, and
great roommates. M ust rent
immediately!
Call Brooke at 4 41 -09 85 or
bfinan@calpoly.edu

Secure housing now for fall!
Cozy 1 & 2 bedrm s near Poly
COLLEGE GARDENS
544-3952
2 8 4 N. Chorro, SLOrentals.com

HOMES FOR SALE,
Free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO call
Nelson Real Estate
546 -19 90 or email
steve@ slohom es.com

LOST AND FOUND
Lost cell phone, silver and grey ver
izon w ireless flip phone, model LGVX400. Contact Jam es Vance at
swabbieJones@hotmail.com
Huge Reward if found. Just huge,
bigger than your weekly allowance.
Please cal 555-9101
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M eet ends well for Poly No Golden rule:
Men smack Cal
Liza Sullivan
MUSTANG DAILY

BRIAN KENT

M U STANG DAILY

Sharon Day high Jumps her personal best at 6-02 1/4. She finished second in the event.
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT

Five 6rst place finishes paced the
C'al Poly men's track and field team to
a second place finish at the 2004 Cal
Nevada Invitational while three first's
helped women's team to a fi>urth
place finish. Cal Poly hosted the meet
at the Cal Poly track.
Cal State Northridge won the
men’s title with 127 points, six and
one half points ahead of the secondplace Mustangs in second (120.5).
California was third (109) with
Sacramento State fourth (86) and
Long Beach State fifth (72.5) in the
21-team field.
San Diego State won the women's
crown with 167 points followed by
Cal State Northridge with 119
points. Nevada was third, edging Cal
Poly 113 to 90. California placed fifth
(86) in the 20-team field.
Sarah Bouchard fix>m Cal State Los

Angeles was named Female Track
Athlete of the Meet when she won
both the 8(K)-meter and 3(KK)-meter
races. Caira Hane of Nevada earned
Female Field Athlete of the Meet
with wins in the javelin and hammer.
San Diego State's Rahn Sheffield was
named the Coach of the Meet for a
female team.
Rashaad Allen from Cal State
Northridge was named Male Track
Athlete of the Meet for wins in the
l(X)-meter and 2(K)-meter races. Cal’s
Rhuben Williams won for the shot
put. Coach of the Meet for a men’s
team went to Don Strametz ftom Cal
State Northridge.
Matt Johnsrud, Mario Macias, Luke
Llamas, Jon Takahashi and the 4x4(M)meter relay team were all winners for
C'al Poly on the final day of the threeday Cal-Nevada Invitational.
johnsrud, a freshman, won the
1500 with a time of 3:51.80 just

ahead o f teammate junior Ryan
Moorcnift (3:51.83). Macias won the
5(KK)m with a time of 14:39.70 ahead
of teammate Jeff Porto in second
(14:44.13). Luke Llamas won the
3000-meter steeplechase with a
NC'AA regional qualifying time of
8:58.83 while Takahashi won the pole
vault when he cleared 17-08 1/2. joe
Pappalardo placed second in the
4(K)m dash with a time of 48.01.
For the women’s team, LeBren
Martin won the 400-meter hurdles
with a NCAA regional qualifying
time of 58.28 and Courney Stiffoal
won the triple jump with a mark of
42-05 1/2. Kaylene Wagner and
Sharon Day went one-two in the
women’s high jump when they
cleared 6-02 1/4. Wagner won the
event on fewer attempts.
Both teams return to action on
April 11 at the Jackie Joyner
Invitational in Los Angeles.

After two heartbreaking losses in
Texas during spring break, the men’s
lacrosse team picked up an easy 10-2
win Satuniay afternoon against divi
sion rival Cal at Cal Poly’s Sports
Complex.
“Just to win after Texas is nice,’’
Cal Poly head coach Ryan
Herchenroether said. The Mustangs
were conting off a rough road trip
where the team lost by one goal to
both the University of Texas and
Texas A&M.
Freshman attacker Sean Quirk
explained, “We should have easily
won both games, but we just didn’t
play our best.’’
But Saturday’s win gives C"al Poly
a 4-0 division record heading into
their April 10 game against Sonoma
State University, which “is really
important to our season,’’ Coach
Herchenroether said.
If the men can pull off a victory at
Sonoma, they will be the top seed
heading into playofft, which keeps
the team’s hopes for nationals alive,
sophomore defender Ari Elden said.
Junior attacker Tim Casey and
midfielder Conor LeClair stood out
offensively for the Mustangs. LeClair
had three goals, while Ca.sey assisted
on many of the team’s goals.
Cal Poly taught the Golden Bears
a lesson on how to move the ball
quickly from one end of the field to
the other.
“We knew that Cal Poly was a
great transition team and we had to
slow em down to stay in the game,’’
C:al head coach Steve Dini said. “We
didn’t do a very good job of it.”
Dini said after the brutal loss he
realized that his team needs work on
their transition game and their
offense.
With both teams scoreless after a
quick first quarter, C^al finally put
one in, but the Mustangs followed
with a scoring fienzy.
Junior midfielder Chris Bauman
responded quickly with a goal of his
own. An a.ssist from behind the cage
to put Cal Poly on the scoreboard

and tied it up.
Seconds after a face-off struggle,
freshman midfielder Davis Reilly
recovered the ball, raced up the field
and whipped it into the net to put
C:al Poly ahead by one and set the
tone for the rest of the sectMid quar
ter. A pumped-up C^al Poly scored
three more goals and only let one
more get past freshman goalkeeper
Ryan Parr, which was Berkeley’s last
point of the game.
“I thought that the defense had
the offense on their heels, they were
playing scared after a while,” said
senior defender Spencer Douglass
about Cal’s inability to outplay Cal
Poly’s strong defense.
With Cal Poly leading 5-2, a slow
third quarter started off on the right
foot
with
fres h m a n
• Conor LeClair
attaic k e r
had three goals for
K e n n y
Cal Poly
Wi l 1i a m s
making
a
•The Mustangs
hard, under
are 4-0 in their
hand
toss
division
into the goal.
F o u r
more goals
for Cal Poly ended the third quarter
with a score of 9-2.
Referee whistle-blowing stalled
the beginning of the fourth quarter,
and Cal came close to scoring mul
tiple times. A blast from junior
defender Matt Faustman knocked a
Berkeley opponent to the ground
near the post and loosened the ball
but put Cal Poly back in contn>l and
into scoring position. Junior attack
Matt Ryan then bounced one into
the net fixTm the left side for the last
goal of the game, for a final score of
10- 2 .

“It’s always nice to beat a bigname program like Cal,” Douglass
said. “It was good to win a division
game, but next week’s our big game,
against Sonoma, and that’s a mustW in .

Herchenroether said the team has
almost a sure chance at the playoffs,
which will be hosted by Cal i^oly at
the end of April.

Pitching is not rocket science for Padres rookie
Bernie Wilson
A S SO C IA TE D P R E S S

He’s a rocket scientist and a right
hander. Ladies and gentlemen, wear
ing No. 58 for the San Diego
Padres, Jason Szuminski, the first
MIT graduate to reach the major
leagues.
The relief pitcher made history
for his prestigious alma mater late
Saturday night when the Padres told
him that he’d made their 25-man
roster.
“I want to do more than just

make it. I want to be able to pitch
well and contribute to the team,”
said Szuminski (zoo-MIN-skee),
who attracted quite a bit of atten
tion during spring training because
of his unique background.
He earned a degree in aerospace
engineering in 2000 from MIT. He’s
a first lieutenant in the Air Force
and has worked on satellite pro
grams.
And he can throw a pretty decent
sinker.
“He came in with sort of a deter

mined look and threw, well all
spring,” manager Bruce Bochy said
Sunday. “ It’s certainly something
he’s earned.”
Szuminski’s fellow
pitchers
seemed pleased that the 25-year-old
from San Antonio made the club.
But one thing’s clear — just because
he’s smart and a military man, he’s
still a rookie.
The
6-foot-4,
221-pound
Szuminski is sure to look sharp in
his camouflage jersey on military
opening night on April 15, when

B aseb all (14) @ Haw aii-Hilo (4)

M G olf @ UCSB Invitational

Cal Poly - swept six-game series

mon.-tues, aprii 5-6, all day

S o ftb a ll (2) ® # 19 P a c ific (3)

W G olf @ eSU N Invitational

Pacific - swept three-game series

mon.-tues., aprii 56, all day

M Track & Field (2nd place) vs. Cal-Nev Meet

W Tennis vs. DC Riverside

Cal Poly - five first-place finishes

thurs., aprii 8,1 p.m.

W Track & Field (4th place) vs. Cal-Nev Meet

Baseball @ UC Riverside

Cal Poly - three first-place finishes

thurs.-sat., aprii 8-10

M Tennis (2) vs. Pacific (5)

Softball vs. UC Riverside

Nick Tracy, Travis Crawford - won matches

thurs.-sat., aprii &10

the team salutes the area’s large mil
itary population.
Szuminski accepted an Air Force
scholarship to go to MIT, where he
went through the ROTC program.
After graduation, he owed the Air
Force four years of active duty. He’s
served just more than three.
Szuminski attracted the attention
of a Chicago Cubs’ scout during an
MIT road trip to Florida one year.
The Cubs drafted him in the 27th
round of the 2(K)0 amateur draft.
Szuminski was able to cut a deal

with the Air Force that allowed him
to play ball during summers and
then serve his commitment in the
offseason.
The Padres picked him up in the
winter-meeting draft in December.
Szuminski previously worked on
a satellite acquisition program. After
this season, he’ll report to the Air
Force Research Lab at Edwards Air
Force Base, where he’ll do advance
research on new technologies.
And Szuminski is now a big
league rocket man.

I o d .1 \ ’ s ( 3 I I 0 s I i o I I
If UConn wins the NCAA Women’s Championship,
they will three-peat. Who was the last team to
achieve this feat?
Y»stentay% answer: Elvin Hayes holds the record for
most rebounds in a single NCAA Tournament.
Congrats to no one!
Sports editor SiMii M .irtin c.m be rebelled Jt 7,Sf)-17'X) or
iiuist.iiij;djilysports(rr y.ihoo.coiii_________________________

